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Chapter 111: Arrogant Four Seas Chamber of Commerce 

Most of the day passed in an instant. 

Su Lang once again made a breakthrough in his cultivation realm, reaching the realm of an intermediate 

martial artist. 

At this point, he is viewing his property panel. 

[Name]: Su Lang 

[Race]: human 

[Qualification Level]: Turbidity 

[Realm level]: Intermediate martial artist 

[Attack level]: Senior military commander 

[Defensive Level]: Quasi-Martial Artist+ 

[Physique level]: Intermediate military commander 

[Endurance Level]: Quasi-Martial Officer+ 

[Master the exercises]: Boundless Heart Sutra, Blowing Snow Without Mark (Advanced Entry), Seven 

Star Hidden Killing Blade (Advanced, Entry), Cassia Dragon Sword (Advanced, Entry); 

Invisible flash of streamer (advanced, introductory), immortal body scroll (advanced, introductory), 

breath of mountain (advanced, introductory), chasing soul (advanced, introductory)... 

(Some exercises have been omitted) 

[Activated system functions]: One-key practice function (level 7), one-key martial arts function (level 7), 

clone dispatch function (level 5), one-key treasure hunt function (level 5) 

"This breakthrough only increased the overall real combat power by half a small level." 

Su Lang frowned and thought, "It seems that as the level gets higher and higher, the elementary 

exercises become more and more useless. 

The combat power level that used to be improved by the elementary skills has also disappeared. 

Also, to improve the combat power of the Martial Commander-level, how can the lowest-end low-level 

techniques be able to do it? " 

Su Lang was quite satisfied with the dozens of exercises given by Yin Zhou. 

But now he has a desire for more advanced and new exercises again! 

"Nanlin City, I hope you don't let me down." 

Su Lang looked into the distance, and a huge city gradually appeared where the world met! 
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This city is more majestic than Red Maple City, and its area alone is almost ten times larger! 

The airship gradually arrived at Nanlin City and landed in a huge airport. 

"Welcome to Nanlin City!" 

"Passengers who have never arrived in Nanlin City are requested to apply for an ID card. Please 

understand the inconvenience caused." 

In the pleasant voice broadcast, Su Lang got off the airship and went directly to the service window for 

applying for a card. 

There is no Internet in this era, so each city has its own set of management systems. 

"Hello, this is your ID card." 

The staff handed the card to Su Lang with a smile on his face. 

"Thank you." 

Su Lang nodded with a smile, and then planned to eat a meal first, and then go to find Xuanyun 

Jingyuehuo outside the city. 

But at this moment. 

"Get out of here! The Four Seas Chamber of Commerce will do business!" 

"If you don't want to die, just go away, otherwise you will be at your own risk!" 

A group of fierce warriors surrounded Su Lang fiercely. 

The people around evaded one after another, and some passers-by who evaded were all roughly pushed 

away! 

"Noisy, these people are so arrogant!" 

"This is the city, why do they want to be so rampant?" 

"Oh, don't say it, shut up, they are from the Four Seas Chamber of Commerce. If you mess with them, it 

will be over!" 

"Yes, yes, the Four Seas Chamber of Commerce has a very close relationship with the city lord Qin Hu, 

and it has a quasi military commander and many generals. 

"It has something to do with the city lord of Nanlin City. No wonder it is so arrogant! That young martial 

artist has offended them, he will definitely die miserably!" 

"Of course, the people who provoke the Four Seas Chamber of Commerce will eventually disappear 

from the world?" 

"Oh, this young man is miserable, pity his talent is so good, he has cultivated to an intermediate martial 

artist." 

"..." 



After the surrounding passers-by knew the identity of these evil men, they dispersed into the distance in 

horror. 

Those who dared to stay to watch the excitement also showed sympathy towards Su Lang. 

At this time, several people came over Zhu Fanyu's bed. 

"Young President!" 

All the vicious warriors bowed together. 

This scene fell in the eyes of passers-by, and suddenly there was an uproar. 

"My God, it turned out to be the young president of the Four Seas Chamber of Commerce!?" 

"Like, how can such a noble character look like this?" 

"Could it be that young man did it? I'll go, he's too bold, right? Hey?" 

"..." 

The passers-by were shocked and pointed at Su Lang in disbelief. 

"Shut up all to me!" 

"Our young president is what you can talk about!?" 

A junior military commander walked out of the vicious warrior. He roared, and passers-by hurriedly 

closed their mouths. 

At this time, Zhu Fanyu's bed stopped three meters away from Su Lang. 

Chapter 112: Does anyone else want to do it? 

"Su Lang... you know what, I have to endure this way so hard!" 

"I can't wait to skin you, drink your blood, and eat your meat!" 

Zhu Fanyu sat up from the hospital bed and yelled at Su Lang with a grimace. 

Looking at the enemy in front of him, his endless anger almost erupted from the seven orifices! 

As for the changes in Su Lang's cultivation base, he didn't pay attention to it at all, because the people 

he brought this time were powerful generals! 

"Tsk tusk, you really forget the pain if the scar is not healed!" 

Su Lang dismissed him with a smile, "Could it be that you dislike the excitement of playing with limbs 

and limbs?" 

"Don't be clever!" 

Zhu Fanyu's eyes were blood red and his voice was hoarse, "You have to figure it out, this is the site of 

my Four Seas Chamber of Commerce! 
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Even if you have a big background, now your life is in my hands! 

If I want you to live, you live, if I want you to die, you have to die. Now you immediately kneel down and 

kowtow to me, maybe you can still suffer a little bit less! " 

"It seems you really haven't had enough lessons!" 

Su Lang's eyes narrowed, and a cold murderous aura flashed away. 

"Hahahaha!" 

"What? In my place, you still want to teach me!?" 

Zhu Fanyu looked up to the sky and grinned, gritted his teeth, "Give it to me, first chop his leg into ten 

pieces!" 

"Yes!" 

"Break his leg and avenge the Young President!" 

A group of warriors showed excited and cruel smiles, and immediately drew out their weapons. 

For a time, the sword and sword shadows, the forest was cold, scared the passers-by around to rush 

back again. 

"But a general with a group of martial artists, also wants to touch me?" 

Faced with this little scene, Su Lang was calm and relaxed. 

"Small martial artist, take it to death!" 

The junior general was full of pride and slashed at Su Lang's left leg! 

At the same time, other warriors also made moves to block all of Su Lang's retreat! 

"A guy who doesn't know what to do, he doesn't even have the qualifications to let me play a sword." 

A faint disdain appeared at the corner of Su Lang's mouth. He immediately raised his right leg and swept 

out! 

"Boom boom boom!!" 

There was a horrible muffled noise, and everyone's hair was upside down! 

I saw that Su Lang's right leg came first, kicked the junior generals fiercely, and immediately kicked all 

the other warriors away! 

These flying garbage hit seven or eight of his own people one after another, and finally fell heavily in 

front of Zhu Fanyu. 

In the blink of an eye, the ground was full of severe wounds, and the generals and martial artists kicked 

by Su Lang had their eyes violent, and they couldn't squint! 

Such a thrilling scene instantly made everyone's eyes bursting! The scene that was still a little noisy was 

suddenly cooled by a hundred degrees, and it was silent! 



"This... how is this possible!!" 

"A Su is a military commander, how could he be kicked to death by that little crap?" 

Zhu Fanyu's eyes were cracking, and he looked at the body of the junior general with trembling, his face 

was full of disbelief. 

The other members of the Four Seas Chamber of Commerce are also stunned! 

"Is anyone else going to do it?" 

Su Lang looked around coldly, and immediately shouted, "Who else!!?" 

As soon as these three words came out, they swallowed thousands of miles in anger, and hundreds of 

people in the audience trembled, silent! 

"are not there!?" 

Su Lang sneered again and again, and turned his eyes on Zhu Fanyu, "Then, it's time for me to take 

action!" 

"You...you dare!?" 

Zhu Fanyu was panicked and screamed, "This is the city, behind me is the Chamber of Commerce of the 

Four Seas!" 

"I said it last time, and the military commander will not be able to protect you!" 

Su Lang dismissed Zhu Fanyu's threat at all, smiled coldly, and walked in front of Zhu Fanyu. 

"what!" 

The warriors guarding Zhu Fanyu screamed in horror and fled. 

Su Lang drew his long sword and waved it gently. 

"Huh!" 

With sword light lingering, Zhu Fanyu's limbs that had only been connected yesterday were broken 

again! 

And this time, Su Lang cut it into hundreds of segments, and promised to never connect it again! 

"what--!!" 

Zhu Fanyu was horrified and desperate, screaming hysterically, and his voice was worse than killing a 

pig. 

This scene made everyone scared and stunned! 

Those from the Four Seas Chamber of Commerce are even more shocked, urinating frequently, and dare 

not take a breath! 

The young president of the dignified Four Seas Chamber of Commerce was actually beaten by someone 

in the crowd! 



Too shocking...too horrible! ! 

Chapter 113: The name of Su Lang swept across Nanlin 

"Stop calling!" 

Su Lang sneered coldly, "We made an appointment before, let you die! 

Do you not like this result now? If you don't like it, then I will kill you directly? " 

"No, don't kill me!" 

"Please, I don't want to die!" 

Zhu Fanyu's face was twisted and his tears flowed. 

He really wanted to escape, but he couldn't move at all while lying there. 

All the guards around him were scattered, no one dared to rescue him. 

Despair, Zhu Fanyu is really desperate! 

"Okay, I won't kill you!" 

"You just live like this, we will have a period later!" 

Su Lang grinned, and immediately put his sword into its sheath and walked out of the crowd. 

Seeing Su Lang coming, the onlookers hurriedly hid next to him in a tidal wave, for fear of avoiding it! 

Walking out of the crowd, Su Lang quickened his pace and hurried to the city gate. 

Although Su Lang didn't fear anyone at all, the main goal of this trip was Xuanyun Jingyuehuo, and he 

didn't want to bother about the troubles caused by Luo Li. 

Five minutes later, Su Lang appeared in the tower hall of Nanlin City. 

Today, his body style level has reached the intermediate military commander, and his second speed has 

reached a terrifying two hundred meters. 

Therefore, he can cross a full 60 kilometers distance in such a short time! 

At this time, what happened in the airport has just spread. 

In the core area of Nanlin City, there is an extremely luxurious giant manor. 

This is the residence of the Zhu Family, the controller of the Four Seas Chamber of Commerce! 

At this moment, the originally peaceful manor has become turbulent, and the vegetation is full of 

soldiers. 

Everyone knows that Young Chairman Zhu Fanyu kicked the iron plate, not only to lose the soldiers, but 

also to be cut into a club! 
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And because of this incident, Zhu Xiyan, the head of the Zhu family, jumped into a thunder and became 

furious. 

In order to vent his anger, he forcibly burned the most luxurious building in the manor to the ground! 

"hateful!!" 

"How dare I cut my son into a stick in the public!" 

"Lawlessness, lawlessness! Come, hunt down the murderer for me immediately!" 

"I want him to kowtow to me and confess in front of everyone in the entire Yanlin City, and then strip 

him alive!" 

"Only in this way can we avenge my son! Can the dignity of my Zhu family be restored!" 

Standing in a ruined wall, Zhu Xiyan roared madly, his heart-piercing voice echoed throughout the 

manor! 

At the same time, the Wuzhe League Nanlin City Branch. 

Qin Hu, who was guarding the branch and the city lord of Nanlin, was also angry. 

"Cannibalism is strictly prohibited in the city, it is an iron law!" 

"This person dares to be so unscrupulous, not to put the iron law in his eyes at all!" 

"Furthermore, I knew that the Four Seas Chamber of Commerce had something to do with me. I was 

arrogant and arrogant!" 

"Come on, send someone to visit Chairman Zhu and mobilize people to cooperate with all their actions!" 

Qin Hu roared with a gloomy face, and a strong general immediately took his orders and left. 

The Zhu Family of Nanlin City and the Alliance Branch were furious at the same time, causing an uproar 

immediately! 

Almost all the people in Nanlin City knew about the airport, and the name of Su Lang swept everyone's 

ears like a storm. 

"Tsk tsk, what a lunatic, he dare to kill the people of the Four Seas Chamber of Commerce, and dare to 

cut the young leaders of the Chamber of Commerce into adults!" 

"Yes, although it was the first move by the Four Seas Chamber of Commerce, this person's move was too 

heavy, and he will definitely die miserably this time!" 

"It depends on how long it will take to find this person. I don't expect it to be a long time before news 

that this person has been arrested and sentenced." 

"Half a day? I see, I'm afraid it won't take an hour!" 

"..." 

Countless residents of Nanlin City talked about the matter and mocked. 



In their opinion, Su Lang dared to confess the authority of the Four Seas Chamber of Commerce and Qin 

Hu as a swift success, and the final outcome was absolutely terrible. 

When the storm at the airport spread, Su Lang was already outside the city. 

"Yuanchen Mountain... this direction!" 

Su Lang took out the map gifted by Yinzhou for comparison, and immediately found the right direction 

and hurried towards the destination. 

Along the way, many fierce beasts rushed up without knowing whether they were alive, and they were 

all beheaded by Su Lang. 

Finally, an hour later, Su Lang saw Yuanchen Mountain from a distance! 

Chapter 114: Innocent and cute Ji Ruxue! 

Yuanchen Mountain is a very tall mountain. 

Its upper part is completely covered with snow, and the lower part is a lush virgin forest. 

The map donated by Yinzhou records that the place where Xuanyun Jingyuehuo is located is in a natural 

cave between the two. 

Following the route on the map, Su Lang went straight to the cave entrance. 

"No, there is a human breath!" 

Standing at the entrance of the cave, Su Lang frowned slightly, "Could it be...someone got on first?" 

At this moment, a panic sound suddenly came out from inside! 

"Grandma Ke, I can't suppress it!" 

"How could this happen? Didn't you use falling flame stones to suppress it?" 

"No, I will be burned to death by it if this continues, let's go!" 

A conversation came, and then two people rushed out of the cave. 

One of these two is an ordinary old woman, and the other is a 13 or 14-year-old girl with cardamom. 

The girl's white hair is like silk, her lips and her eyes are flowing like a tree, and she is so stunning that 

she can't move her eyes! 

"It's them, trying to refine Xuanyun Jingyuehuo?" 

Su Lang looked at the attribute panel of these two people, and was shocked-- 

The shameless old woman turned out to be a junior military commander-level powerhouse. 

However, she was seriously injured, and her overall combat power had fallen to the intermediate 

general level. 
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And what shocked Su Lang most was the cardamom girl, and Su Lang couldn't help but look at her 

various information. 

[Name]: Ji Ruxue 

[Race]: Wind Spirit Human Race 

[Qualification level]: No shortage 

[Realm level]: Junior generals 

[Attack level]: Intermediate general + 

[Defensive level]: Intermediate generals 

[Shenfa level]: Intermediate general 

[Endurance level]: Junior generals 

[Mastering the exercises]: Boundless Heart Sutra, Lotus Leaf Wuqu Collection (Advanced, Xiaocheng), 

Guwen Fengwen Sutra (Advanced, Beginner), Wind Dance Taixu Jue (Advanced, Beginner) 

"Fengling Terran?" 

Su Lang looked surprised, "It's actually not a pure human race!? The world is so great! 

And her aptitude is so high, she is only thirteen or fourteen years old, and she has reached the general 

level! " 

At this moment, the old and the young also saw Su Lang, and their expressions changed drastically. 

They couldn't figure out how, how could a young martial artist appear outside the cave! 

You must know that Yuanchen Mountain is the site of a top-level C+ fierce beast! 

"Run away! The alien fire is going to be chased out!" 

"Once you are caught in a different fire, you will be wiped out!" 

At this time, Ji Ruxue recovered and said anxiously to Su Lang. 

"Young man, run away!" 

Granny Ke glanced at Su Lang and also reminded her. 

Immediately, the two quickly fled towards the distance. 

"It seems that they have failed refining!" 

Seeing this scene, Su Lang smiled faintly, "Very well, otherwise, if you want to kill these two well-

intentioned people, your conscience will really be difficult." 

At this moment, Ji Ruxue and Granny Ke, who had fled to the distance, found that Su Lang was still 

there, and they were speechless for a while! 



They all reminded that, the other party turned a deaf ear, indifferent! 

And he is still—still laughing! ? 

"What are you laughing at, run away!" 

Ji Ruxue turned around and shouted, desperate! 

"Thank you for the reminder, you go and leave me alone." 

Su Lang smiled lightly at Ji Ruxue and walked slowly towards the cave. 

"What are you doing, are you crazy?" 

"There is a strange fire in there! Don't you know what a strange fire is!?" 

When Ji Ruxue saw that Su Lang not only refused to listen to dissuasion, but even walked towards the 

extremely dangerous cave, she burst into tears in a hurry! 

"Miss, leave him alone!" 

Granny Ke said eagerly, "Let's run away!" 

Ji Ruxue's eyes widened and she couldn't bear it: "But...!" 

"He is looking for death by himself, we have dissuaded him!" 

Granny Ke looked anxious and frightened, "If you don't leave, Xuanyun Jingyue Fire will break through 

the suppression of the Yanyan Rock! 

The Xuanyun Jingyue Fire has already contaminated your Qi, once it appears, it will chase you endlessly, 

and it will be over! " 

"No! No way!" 

Ji Ruxue couldn't bear it, and shook her head severely: 

"Although he is a little ignorant, but if he is really dead, it is considered that I implicated him, so I feel 

uneasy!" 

"Uh......" 

Seeing this scene, Su Lang was shocked, "In this era, there are still such innocent people!?" 

In this cruel era, it's good not to push passers-by as a shield in this situation! 

It's so innocent and cute, it's so rare! 

At this moment, a violent rumbling sound suddenly came from the cave! 

This voice reverberated continuously, as if the entire Yuanchen Mountain was roaring! 

The next moment, like an active volcano erupting, a terrifying white translucent flame burst out from 

the cave! 



Chapter 115: He actually caught up 

"This is Xuanyun Jingyuehuo!?" 

"System, how can it be refined?" 

Su Lang looked at the white translucent flames all over the sky, and a burst of excitement burst into his 

eyes. 

"Host, you can put it in the storage space by directly contacting the different fire for refining!" 

"Direct contact, it is really simple!" 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth outlines an excited smile. 

At the same time, looking at the constantly tossing Xuanyun Jingyuehuo, Ji Ruxue and Granny Ke 

showed a horror on their faces. 

"Falling Flame Stone... was broken!" 

Granny Ke was frightened, her voice trembling, "Miss, let's run away!" 

"No, this happened because of me." 

"If it hadn't been for me to try to refine Xuanyun Jingyue Fire, it wouldn't burst out at all." 

"Too many people have died because of me, and I can no longer let an innocent person be implicated!" 

A decisive light flashed in Ji Ruxue's beautiful eyes, and she turned around and rushed toward the raging 

flame! 

"No, miss! Come back soon!" 

Granny Ke saw her eyes cracking, and immediately chased after Ji Ruxue without hesitation! 

At the same time, she looked at Su Lang with a hint of hatred. 

If it hadn't been for this young man who appeared suddenly and did not live or die, her young lady 

would never return to the dangerous place! 

"This idiot, really bad luck!" 

Granny Ke looked at Su Lang with a gloomy expression, cursing in a low voice. 

"This person dares to curse me!?" 

Su Lang felt Granny Ke's malice, frowned, and a cold murderous intent flashed in his eyes. 

If it hadn't been for the old lady and the innocent and kind girl to be together, he would have already 

made a sword! 

At this moment, the sky full of Xuanyun Jingyue Fire seemed to be drawn by the Qi Ruxue's body, and 

instantly rushed over like a tsunami. 

"You run away, I will divert the fire away!" 
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Ji Ruxue shouted at Su Lang with a pale face. 

Immediately afterwards, an invisible hurricane erupted from her small body, which engulfed her and 

flew away. 

The alien fire was pulled by the Qi machine, and immediately chased it up like a predator. 

"Damn it!" 

Granny Ke stared at Su Lang fiercely again, and immediately ran away with Ji Ruxue! 

"Such a master and servant, I don't know what to say..." 

Seeing the two people's back and the distant flames, Su Lang sighed helplessly, then moved his feet and 

chased after him. 

In the virgin forest with complex environment, Ji Ruxue and Granny Ke kept running away. 

However, even though Ji Ruxue's speed far surpasses the junior generals, she still can't escape the 

pursuit of Xuanyun Jingyuehuo! 

Even, they are being slowly approached by Xuanyun Jingyuehuo. 

In a short time, the distance between the two parties has been less than 30 meters! 

Feeling the terrifying fire energy behind them, both Ji Ruxue and Granny Ke were indifferent. 

"It can't go on like this!" 

Granny Ke said anxiously, "Miss, hurry up!" 

As soon as the words fell, she grabbed Ji Ruxue's arm and her speed soared. 

In an instant, her speed reached the junior military commander level. 

However, as a price, the severe injuries that had just been suppressed immediately recurred, causing 

her to squirt a bit of blood. 

"Grandma Ke! How are you!?" 

Ji Ruxue's eyes were red and tears flowed. 

"I'm fine!" 

"Look at it quickly, have you got rid of Xuanyun Jingyue's fire?" 

Granny Ke's face was as pale as a dead person, at this time she really hated Su Lang in her heart! 

"Ok!" 

Ji Ruxue nodded, turned around to look, and saw that Xuanyun Jingyuehuo had been thrown away for 

more than two hundred meters, and he was immediately relieved. 

But just when she wanted to tell Granny Ke the good news, she suddenly widened her beautiful eyes! 



"Look, Granny Ke." 

Ji Ruxue exclaimed in disbelief, "Is that the young martial artist before!? He actually caught up!" 

"what?" 

"Did the martial artist catch up before?" 

Granny Ke frowned and looked back, suddenly stunned! 

I saw that Su Lang was following Xuanyun Jingyue Fire, walking on the ground in a complex 

environment, very fast. 

And that self-assured look doesn't seem to be strenuous at all! 

Chapter 116: The Martial Commander who came out halfway 

"This kind of speed can definitely be possessed by the Martial Commander level!" 

"How can he have such a fast speed for a martial artist in a small area!?" 

Ji Ruxue and Granny Ke couldn't believe it, and all kinds of shocked thoughts flashed in their minds. 

At this moment, something even more shocking happened to them! 

Su Lang suddenly accelerated, and he was stopped in front of Xuanyun Jingyuehuo! 

"Come on, my dear baby!" 

Su Lang showed excitement and stretched out his right hand. 

"He is..." 

"He is trying to subdue Xuanyun Jingyuehuo!?" 

Granny Ke was dumbfounded, demented like a piece of wood. 

"Conquer Xuanyun Jingyuehuo!?" 

"Just touch it with your hands? How could it be possible!?" 

Ji Ruxue's eyes widened, and immediately shouted anxiously: 

"Don't touch it, it's Xuanyun Jingyuehuo, you can't touch it with your body! 

"If you touch it, it will get into your body and wipe out the ashes you burned from the inside out!" 

But it was too late at this time, and Su Lang's figure was drowned in the turbulent Xuanyun Jingyue Fire 

in the blink of an eye. 

"Huh! It deserves it!" 

Granny Ke coldly snorted, showing sarcasm and pleasure, "A martial artist in a mere trivial attempt to 

subdue Xuanyun Jingyuehuo!? It's ridiculous! 
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But you can also be considered dead right, burn you to death, and the breath of the alien fire has 

changed, and you will no longer chase my lady! " 

"Grandma Ke, don't say anything!" 

Ji Ruxue's eyes showed strong intolerance. 

"Okay, I won't say anything." 

"He is out of help now, let's go!" 

Granny Ke nodded and was about to leave with Ji Ruxue. 

Just now! 

A horrible military commander-level aura suddenly enveloped a radius of hundreds of meters! 

"Miss Ji Ruxue, you can really run away!" 

A big man in black came out from the bushes in front with a sneer. 

This person has sharp edges and corners, his face is like cast iron, his muscles almost split his clothes! 

"Cuitai!!" 

Seeing this person, Ji Ruxue and Granny Ke were immediately shocked! 

They never expected that they had been tossed around so many strongholds in the city, but they were 

still caught up! 

"Accept your fate, Miss Ji Ruxue!" 

Cui Tai's mouth cracked with a ferocious smile, "Patriarch said, I will take care of you after I catch you! 

Jie Jie Jie Jie, your small and beautiful body, I have coveted for a long time! 

I don’t know how you feel as a hybrid of Fengling and human beings different from ordinary humans? " 

"Cui Tai's gags! You...you dare!" 

Granny Ke heard that Cuitai wanted to move her own lady, her eyes were bloodshot in an instant! 

"Why don't I dare?" 

Cui Tai sneered again and again, with a grim expression, "A human woman and the humiliation of the Ji 

family born by an invading life, even the evil barrier that the owner of the family ordered to kill, why 

don't I dare?" 

As soon as this statement came out, Ji Ruxue's small body trembled fiercely, and her pearl-like eyes 

instantly cast a shadow! 

At this moment, her mind was full of images of **** killing! 

Her mother, her sister, the loyal guards, and the people with compassionate hearts, one by one, all died 

in front of her! 



And the reason is her blood! 

"what!!" 

Ji Ruxue suddenly hugged her head and screamed in pain. 

"Cui Tai, you bastard! I killed you!" 

Seeing this scene, Granny Ke opened her eyes in anger, turbid tears flowed, and blood overflowed from 

her old teeth! 

"Hahahaha! Kill me!?" 

Cui Tai laughed unscrupulously, "A trivial defeat, even in your heyday, is not my opponent, let alone you 

are not healed from a serious injury!? 

If you are acquainted, kneel down for me now, and I will reward you with joy! 

Otherwise, you will be tortured to death like those garbage that prevented me from intercepting and 

killing me, and finally swallowed a last breath of misery! " 

"Let me kneel? Are you delusional!!" 

Granny Ke's voice was hoarse, "Even if you die, you won't be able to run into Miss Ruxue's hair!" 

"Haha, are you trying to laugh off my big teeth?" 

Cui Tai sneered again and again, "Just because you are an old trash, you want to stop me? 

I'll interrupt your thigh in a while and let you stay aside and watch me insult that evil barrier! " 

Chapter 117: My second half sentence is 

As soon as this remark came out, Granny Ke suddenly became even more angry! 

But she knew that she was definitely not Cui Tai's opponent! 

Once she dies, Ji Ruxue will no longer rely on it, and will end... 

Thinking of this, sorrow, pain, anger, and despair gradually grew. Granny Ke's turbid tears gradually 

turned red, and finally turned into blood and tears! 

"Grandma Ke, you go, don't care about me anymore!" 

Ji Ruxue resisted the headache and pulled Granny Ke's sleeves sadly. 

"Stupid boy, I will hold him later, you must find a chance to escape!" 

Granny Ke smiled and shook her head, her face was very hideous, full of the smell of death. 

"Haha, what a moving master and servant feeling!" 

Cui Tai was full of sarcasm, "Unfortunately none of you can escape today, especially Ji Ruxue, I must..." 

"Ugh!" 
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A sigh interrupted Cui Tai's words, "Why do you encounter some psychopaths? Is the psychological 

pressure of people in this era so much?" 

"Who!?" 

Cui Tai, Granny Ke, and Ji Ruxue were shocked at the same time, and followed their voices. 

In the next moment, they saw an extremely shocking scene! 

Hundreds of meters away, the sky full of Xuanyun Jingyue fire suddenly turned into a whirlpool, rushing 

towards the figure in the middle. 

The endless flame disappeared as fast as if it had encountered a black hole, and disappeared without a 

trace in an instant! 

The vision became clear, and the back of a young man came into view! 

"It's him!!" 

"It's that young man!" 

Like a thunderbolt, Granny Ke was full of dementia and lost her voice in amazement. 

Ji Ruxue also had a small face in a daze, completely dazed, she couldn't believe her eyes. 

Of course Cui Tai was also full of disbelief. He had seen Xuanyun Jingyuehuo a long time ago, and he 

didn't dare touch this thing, so he simply ignored it. 

But he never expected that someone could easily swallow Xuanyun Jingyuehuo with a physical body! 

Moreover, that person only exudes martial arts level aura fluctuations! 

This is simply a fantasy! 

You know that Xuanyun Jingyuehuo is absolutely impossible to touch with a physical body. 

To refining this kind of different fire, it must be separated into a trace of fire by very special means, and 

then refining it with spiritual power. 

Even so, it is a very, very dangerous thing. If you are not careful, you will burn your body, and the gods 

will not be able to save it! 

But such a powerful and weird Xuanyun Jingyuehuo was actually swallowed by a martial artist! 

This is as unbelievable as an ordinary person who has no strength crushed a genius with his palm! 

At this moment, both Cui Tai, Ji Ruxue and Granny Ke were shocked to doubt life. 

But at this moment, Su Lang twitched the corner of his mouth and slowly turned around. 

At the same time, Cui Tai's property panel also emerged. 

[Name]: Cui Tai 

[Race]: human 



[Qualification Level]: Best 

[Realm level]: Junior Martial Commander 

[Attack level]: Intermediate military commander 

[Defensive level]: Intermediate military commander+ 

[Physique level]: Intermediate military commander 

[Endurance Level]: Junior Martial Commander+ 

[Master the exercises]: Boundless Heart Sutra, Giant God Body-building Jue (Advanced, Xiaocheng), Ziwu 

Xuanming Gong (Advanced, Elementary), Lingxiao Fuliu Step (Advanced, Elementary) 

"Sure enough, it's almost as I guessed." 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth was Wei Yang. In fact, based on Cui Tai's momentum, he roughly guessed 

the opponent's combat power. 

Otherwise, he would not rush into this fight! 

And while Su Lang was looking at Cui Tai, Cui Tai was also looking at Su Lang. 

"You were talking just now!?" 

Cui Tai squinted his eyes, and the light of the cold came out of the small eyes. 

"Yes, it's me!" 

Su Lang smiled faintly, "Those things you said before and you are too disgusting, so I will interrupt you!" 

When he was a killer in his previous life, Su Lang saw a lot of nasty things, and also killed a lot of 

psychopaths, rotten and disgusting guys. 

"Hmph, how dare you say that I am disgusting, and dare to interrupt me, where are you confident!?" 

Cui Tai snorted and said, "Could it be that you think that a martial artist in your mere refining Xuanyun 

Jingyuehuo can deal with me?" 

"of course not!" 

Su Lang smiled slightly, "Xuanyun Jingyuehuo I haven't refined yet, let alone that it is not an offensive 

flame." 

"Huh, you are a little self-aware as a little trash!" 

Cui Tai raised his chin and said arrogantly, "Now you immediately kneel and kowtow to me, and then 

break your arm, you can roll!" 

"Tsk tusk, it's really arrogant!" 

Su Lang sneered disdainfully, "You **** like you, kill you, just one move!" 

"what!?" 



As soon as this remark came out, not only Cui Tai, but even Ji Ruxue and Granny Ke were shocked. 

A little martial artist said that he only needs one move to kill an intermediate military commander! 

How arrogant is this? It's so crazy! 

"Hahahaha!" 

Cui Tai suddenly didn't get angry and smiled, "It's interesting, I want to see, how do you kill me with one 

move!?" 

Chapter 118: Frozen directly into ice sculpture 

"Ha ha!" 

"Soon you will realize..." 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth outlines a noncommittal sneer, "You are really just a weak chicken!" 

The next moment, his heart moved, and a terrifying military commander-level aura suddenly burst from 

him! 

"This is... Wu... Martial Commander level!?" 

Cui Tai opened his eyes violently as if he had seen a ghost, and lost his voice in horror! 

Ji Ruxue and Granny Ke were also dumbfounded, and instantly turned wood! 

They were all unbelievable-a martial artist-level martial artist, unexpectedly possesses the terrifying 

aura of a martial-master level. 

At this time, the horror on Cui Tai's face gradually subsided, and he turned into a sneer again: "I didn't 

expect you to be a military commander with hidden strength. 

What a pity, even if you are a martial-arts-level martial artist, I haven't killed a martial artist at the same 

level! 

With your kind of combat power, you want to kill me like a chicken, you just laugh off my teeth! " 

"Is it?" 

"Then let you see how vulnerable you are in front of me!" 

Su Lang smiled disdainfully, and with a flick of his thumb, a cloud of deep sword light shot out. 

Immediately afterwards, he stepped out with a violent wind behind him! 

"Come on, you can beat me back one step, count me as losing!" 

Cui Tai grinned, his body began to swell wildly, reaching a height of four to five meters in an instant! 

The muscles on his body have also become larger and harder, and each piece is as shiny and textured as 

granite! 

"Giant body forging tactics!" 
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Granny Ke suddenly changed her face when she saw this scene. 

She was defeated by Cui Tai's move before, and the terrifying defense made it difficult for her to break 

the defense! 

At this time, the afterimage of Su Lang's incarnation arrived in front of Cui Tai in no time. 

"Hidden kill, Pro!" 

Su Lang thought, Sen Han's sword light appeared directly on Cui Tai's eyebrows as if piercing through 

space! 

"what!?" 

Cui Tai's pupils shrank suddenly, and the pineal gland jumped wildly. He didn't expect Su Lang to attack 

so fiercely! 

In the moment, Cui Tai urged his aura to death, and formed a translucent shield at the center of his 

eyebrows! 

This is the unique natural defense ability of the strong in the martial arts realm-aura shield armor! 

"Hmph, aura shield armor plus my physical defense, unbelief can't stop your blow!" 

Seeing getting closer and getting bigger and bigger, Cui Tai flashed a thought of disdain. 

And in the next millisecond, Su Lang's long sword stabbed his aura shield fiercely! 

"Ding!!" 

"Crack—!" 

A gold-iron strike that almost pierced the eardrum was accompanied by a faint cracking sound, and Cui 

Tai was instantly terrified! 

"What! My aura shield shattered directly!?" 

"How is this possible? Even if my aura shield is a military commander of the same level, it can't be 

shaken at all. How can it be so vulnerable!?" 

Cui Tai was frightened and puzzled, but at the moment of life and death, he could not think too much, 

and immediately used his last hole card! 

"Giant Overlord Body!" 

A violent roar came from Cui Tai's mouth, almost like a thunderstorm. 

In the next second, a burst of brilliant light appeared on his skin, raising his defense to another level! 

"Boom!" 

Su Lang's long sword pierced Cui Tai's forehead fiercely, and a loud voice like a bronze bell rushed into 

the sky. 



I saw the sword tip of the long sword firmly nailed to Cui Tai's eyebrows, and he couldn't make any 

progress! 

"Hahahaha! Can't break my defense!" 

Cui Tai breathed a sigh of relief and immediately laughed wildly, "Now, it's my turn!" 

As he said, he squeezed his right hand, and the big fist of the pot hit Su Lang fiercely! 

"Hey, do you think this is over?" 

Su Lang turned a blind eye to Cui Tai's iron fist, grinning at the corner of his mouth, "Blowing the snow 

without a trace, explode me!" 

At the next moment, nine crystal clear snowflakes appeared on the long sword, which exploded in a 

sudden. 

The endless icy power exploded, and Cui Tai, who was the first to bear the brunt, had no time to change 

and was instantly overwhelmed. 

Immediately afterwards, under the horrified eyes of Ji Ruxue and Granny Ke, Cui Tai's movements 

became slower and slower, and his fists were finally frozen in the air! 

In less than a second, Cui Tai became an ice sculpture! 

At the same time, all 100 meters in a radius turned into glaciers, and the sky was instantly covered with 

goose feathers and heavy snow! 

"My God, advanced attribute technique!" 

A stormy sea rose in Granny Ke's heart, "He is so young, not only has he cultivated to the Martial 

Commander level, he has also successfully practiced the advanced attribute exercises!" 

Ji Ruxue was also shocked, her aptitude was top-notch, but compared with Su Lang, she was really 

nothing. 

Chapter 119: Please take in my lady 

"Ding! You get top-grade spirit stones*5, top-level spirit soldiers*1..." 

The appearance of the system prompt means that Cui Tai has been cut off from life and died! 

"The power of nine crystal snowflakes is truly extraordinary!" 

Su Lang stood in front of Cui Tai, who was turned into an ice sculpture, with a satisfied smile on his 

mouth. 

Immediately, he stretched out his finger and tapped lightly, and Cui Tai's huge body suddenly collapsed 

and turned into powder! 

"Haha, it turns out that the most thorough smashed bones come from this way?" 

Looking at Cui Tai, who had no corpse, Su Lang laughed, and then walked away while counting his 

harvest. 
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"The harvest this time has Xuanyun Jingyuehuo that is refining." 

"Then there are spirit stones worth more than 5 million in total, and top spirit soldiers, yo, there are also 

medicines~" 

"Tsk tut, you deserve to be a martial artist, so fat!" 

Seeing the spoils in the storage space, Su Lang couldn't help showing a hint of excitement. 

At this moment, a cautious but urgent voice suddenly came from behind: 

"Big...sir, please stay!" 

"Ok?" 

Su Lang turned around and looked, only to see that Granny Ke had fear on her face, and she stopped 

talking. 

Looking at Ji Ruxue again, she lowered her head and looked up at Su Lang from time to time, not 

knowing what she was thinking. 

"Say what's the matter, harp!" 

Granny Ke had a bad impression of Su Lang, so he was not very polite. 

"grown ups!" 

Granny Ke glanced at Su Lang in awe, and immediately pulled Ji Ruxue to kneel on the ground, and said 

sadly: "My lord, please take in my lady!" 

"Oh why?" 

Su Lang raised his eyebrows in surprise. 

"Presumably you heard what Choi Tai said..." 

Granny Ke said sadly, "My lady is a mixture of Fengling and Human races. 

She was born in the most powerful Ji family in Dongfang City, and she should have had a good life. 

But because of her blood, she is regarded as a shame to the Ji family and is being ordered by the Ji 

family to hunt down! " 

"Wind Spirit Race!?" 

"What Cui Tai said about invading lives before, does it mean the Fengling Race? Tell me carefully!" 

Su Lang's expression moved, and he looked at Granny Ke and Ji Ruxue with some surprise. 

"Yes!" 

Although Granny Ke was a little surprised that Su Lang didn't know the Wind Spirit Race, she still said: 

"The Wind Spirit clan broke through the cracks in time and space two thousand years ago and invaded 

Blue Star's alien life! 



They are almost identical to humans, but they are more handsome in appearance, and each has snow 

hair. 

Their strength is very strong, even the weakest is at the Wuwang level. 

But precisely because of this, it is very difficult for them to invade Blue Star personally through the 

cracks in time and space. 

Therefore, they continuously invested the beasts they raised into Blue Star to consume human strength. 

More than ten years ago, there was a terrifying wave of beasts in Eastern City. In that battle, a rare 

Fengling clan appeared. 

At that time, the life of the Fengling clan was unstoppable, and the walls of the Eastern City collapsed 

and were almost destroyed. The main city of Blue Star was able to hold on only after turning the tide. 

In that battle, Ji Ruxue's mother disappeared, and she reappeared in Ji's house a year later. " 

"That's it." 

Su Lang nodded suddenly. 

In the battle of the fierce beast tide in Red Maple City, he vaguely felt that there was a black hand 

behind the scenes, and at this time he finally understood some truth about this world. 

At this time, Granny Ke continued: "My lady was chased and killed by the family because of her blood. 

Cui Tai is just one of the chasers, he is dead, and there are other chasers! 

These chasers all have a tracking secret technique, and can find her based on the young lady's unique 

hybrid aura! 

The reason we tried to refine Xuanyun Jingyuehuo was for its ability to extinguish the breath. 

Now Xuanyun Jingyue Fire is subdued by you, as long as you use the ability of Xuanyun Jingyue Fire to 

obliterate the breath of the young lady, those chasers will lose their target and become headless flies! 

In that way, the young lady would completely get rid of Ji's chase! 

My lord, you are the only one who can save the lady. Please show your mercy and take in my lady! " 

At the end, Granny Ke knocked Su Lang three times. 

"The breath is gone?" 

Su Lang's expression changed, "It turns out that Xuanyun Jingyue Fire has this effect!" 

Although he reached Xuanyun Jingyue Fire, he didn't know what wonderful function this strange fire had 

before he was refined. 

Immediately, Su Lang's gaze turned to Ji Ruxue. 

At this moment, Ji Ruxue was kneeling beside Granny Ke. 

The big tearful eyes gleamed with residual terror, new splendor, and a trace of evasive hope. 



For this innocent, cute, kind and pure cardamom girl, Su Lang's senses are good. 

And there are many benefits to accepting Ji Ruxue. The three advanced exercises on her are pretty 

good! 

However, once you decide to take in Ji Ruxue, it means that you are an enemy of Dongfangcheng Ji's 

family. 

And this is not the most critical thing, and Su Lang is not afraid of who he is against. 

For Su Lang, the most important thing is the other two words: fetters. 

For Su Lang, who is used to walking alone, fetters represent restraint, scruples, fatal weakness, and an 

unbearable memory. 

"My lord! Please!" 

Granny Ke saw that Su Lang hadn't spoken for a long time, and she was panicked. 

Immediately, she suddenly thought of something, and instantly knocked her head on the ground: "My 

lord, I had no eyes before! I shouldn't curse you! 

I was wrong, I am willing to die, I am willing to pay any price, I just ask you to show kindness and take in 

my lady! " 

Su Lang looked up at the sky, his eyes as deep as a black hole. 

"My lord! Please!" 

Granny Ke burst into tears and kept begging, "My lady is very well-behaved, and her aptitude is very 

good, she will definitely be a great help for you in the future!" 

"Well, I'll take it!" 

Su Lang closed his eyes and pondered for a moment, then nodded. 

After all, he still couldn't stand by and watch this kind and lovely girl struggle and die in despair in the 

tragic fate. 

Chapter 120: The old servant whose life is hanging by a thread 

"Thank you, sir! Kow, sir!" 

Granny Ke was so ecstatic that she knocked her head three times again. 

With the blessing of Su Lang, Ji Ruxue doesn't have to worry about it, and is exhausted! 

"Don't be so eager to be happy." 

Su Lang said faintly, "Xuanyun Jingyuehuo will take another day to complete its refining. 

Only then can Ji Ruxue extinguish the breath and cut off the clues of the pursuers. " 

"Master Su Lang is willing to take in my lady, it is already a great kindness!" 
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Granny Ke kowtowed, "How dare we, master and servant, have other extravagances?" 

They have been here for several months since they fled, and waiting for this day is nothing to them. 

"In that case, Ji Ruxue will follow me from now on." 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched and a smile appeared, "Get up, my name is Su Lang." 

"Yes! Lord Su Lang!" 

Granny Ke was overjoyed. 

"Ruxue, thank you Su Lang for taking in!" 

Ji Ruxue showed his gratitude, and bowed to Su Lang in a cute and cute manner. 

"Really good." 

Su Lang stretched out his hand and rubbed Ji Ruxue's head and smiled, "But if you follow me, I'm afraid 

you won't have a stable life in the future." 

"Since Ruxue has decided to follow Brother Su Lang, no matter what happens in the future, I will bear it 

with Brother Su Lang!" 

Ji Ruxue nodded earnestly, and then smiled slightly, a pair of beautiful autumn water cut pupils smiled 

into a crescent moon. 

"Haha, who wants you to bear it." 

Su Lang smiled happily, "Since I have accepted you, I will definitely not let anyone hurt you." 

As soon as this remark came out, Ji Ruxue suddenly felt a warmth welling out of her heart, and her 

whole figure seemed to be relaxed from the soul to the body. 

"This feeling......" 

Ji Ruxue's eyes fluttered. 

She hasn't felt this feeling since she started to flee, until now, she has encountered Su Lang! 

"What do you think?" 

Su Lang smiled, "Let's go, we should leave here." 

Ji Ruxue nodded incomparably cleverly, and immediately helped Granny Ke up. 

But at this moment! 

"puff!!" 

Granny Ke suddenly squirted out a bit of blood and fell straight to the ground! 

"Grandma Ke! Grandma Ke!!!" 

"Ms. Ke, what's the matter with you? Don't worry about it!" 



Ji Ruxue was shocked at once, and she couldn't help but shed tears. 

"It should be that the injury has worsened!" 

Su Lang frowned, crouched down and examined Granny Ke's injuries. 

As a result, he found that Granny Ke had almost run out of oil and her lamp had dried up, and she was 

able to survive till now with a single breath. 

It is estimated that seeing that Ji Ruxue's safety has been guaranteed, the tone in her heart vents, and 

the person will not do it. 

"Brother Su Lang, please help Granny Ke!" 

Ji Ruxue grabbed Su Lang's sleeve and begged, tears on her face. 

"I try my best." 

Su Lang nodded, and immediately took out a large amount of healing medicine from the storage space. 

Among these healing pills, there is no lack of Tier 9 pills, which were just harvested from Cui Tai. 

Choosing an elixir from it, Su Lang stuffed it into Granny Ke's mouth. 

"Brother Su Lang, Granny Ke will be fine, right?" 

Ji Ruxue looked at Su Lang hopefully with hazy eyes. 

"This Longhushengxue Pill is the best medicine." 

Su Lang's expression is not very good-looking, "Grandma Ke's injury is too serious. Whether this 

medicine can hold her life is a question. 

The most important thing is that she has the will to survive, you can try to wake her up. " 

"Hmm, I will never let Granny Ke die in front of me!" 

Ji Ruxue nodded fiercely, and hurriedly approached Granny Ke's ear, constantly telling the happy past. 

Time passed slowly. 

An hour passed in a blink of an eye. 

"Brother Su Lang, Granny Ke is awake!" 

Ji Ruxue's extremely happy voice came. 

Su Lang followed the sound and saw Granny Ke woke up leisurely and couldn't help but sneered: "Old 

lady, you want to die like this? 

Don’t forget that you have cursed me. If you dare to scold me, you will pay the price. You old servant, 

you have to die of old age! " 

"Master Su Lang, the old man knows his fault!" 



Granny Ke said with great gratitude that she wanted to kowtow to Su Lang, but her injuries did not allow 

her to do so. 

"Okay, the Dragon Tiger Blood Pill just killed you." 

Su Lang waved his hand and said, "If you want to really heal your injury, you have to find an alchemist to 

refine a symptomatic pill for you. 

Let's go, we will enter the city! Ji Ruxue, Granny Ke gave it to you. " 

With that said, Su Lang turned and walked towards Nanlin City. 

"Good! Brother Su Lang!" 

Ji Ruxue smiled happily, then took Granny Ke on her back and followed Su Lang closely. 

 


